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Abstract
Wepresent a comprehensive analysis of the form and interaction of dipolar bright solitons across the
full parameter space afforded by dipolar Bose–Einstein condensates, revealing the rich behavior
introduced by the non-local nonlinearity.Workingwithin an effective one-dimensional description,
wemap out the existence of the soliton solutions and show three collisional regimes: free collisions,
bound state formation and soliton fusion. Finally, we examine the solitons in their full three-
dimensional form through a variational approach; alongwith regimes of instability to collapse and
runaway expansion, we identify regimes of stability which are accessible to current experiments.
1. Introduction
Solitons have been observed in a profusion of physical systems, and fundamentally exhibit a dual nature
possessing bothwave and particle like qualities. All solitons owe their existence to the balance between their
kinetic and interaction energies, which gives them their defining characteristic ofmaintaining their formover
great distances. Solitonʼs dual wave-particle nature has led to thembeing extolled as information carriers in
optical systems [1], as well as being of fundamental interest as solutions to nonlinear systems [2].
The realization of Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) formed fromultracold atomic gases has, over the last
two decades, opened a new chapter in nonlinear physics, allowing unprecedented experimental and theoretical
insight into quantummechanical effects of thesemany-particle systems [3]. In theweakly-interacting, low-
temperature limit the intrinsic nonlinear dynamics of the condensate are well-described by amean-field
wavefunction that encompasses the behavior of the coherentmatter-wave.
At themean-field level, the van derWaals interactions between particles gives rise to a local nonlinearity that
can support soliton solutions in quasi-one-dimensional waveguides. Under repulsive van derWaals
interactions, dark solitons (non-dispersive waves of depleted density) are supported in the condensate [4].
Meanwhile, under attractive van derWaals interactions, bright solitons (droplets which are self-bound along the
axis of thewaveguide) have been observed [5–10]. Subsequent experiments have explored the effect of collisions
with barriers [11, 12], and also the role of the relative phase for two trapped solitons [13].Matter-wave
interferometry using bright solitons has also been the focus of recent experimental [9] and theoretical [14]
interest.
Powerful analytical tools such as the inverse scattering transformhave allowed the investigation of higher-
order solitons [15] and the derivation of a particlemodel for the soliton dynamics and interactions, based on the
knowledge of the scattering phase shifts [16]. This, in turn, has lead to the identification of regimes of chaotic
dynamics for three trapped bright solitons [17] and the observed frequency shifts of trapped bright solitons in a
recent experiment [18]. Examining collisions between bright solitons introduces an extra parameter, namely the
relative phase.While these solitons collide freely in one dimension, numerical simulations [19–21]have
demonstrated that in-phase collisions promote the collapse of the condensate in three dimensions, while a
relative phase ofπ suppresses the collapse. Indeed, suchπ phase differences are believed to have existed between
experimental bright solitons [6, 7, 22], critical to the observed stability of these states. A strategy to control the
relative phase of the solitons has been proposed [23]. Attractive nonlinearities can also facilitatemolecule-like
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bound states of two bright solitons [15, 18, 24], with these states being sensitive to both the relative phase and
velocity of the solitons [24].
The creation of condensates with atoms possessing significantmagnetic dipolemoments—52Cr [25, 26],
164Dy [27] as well as 160Dy, 162 [28] and 168Er [29]—afford a new opportunity to explore the interplay ofmagnetic
effects with the coherent nature of the condensate. The dipole-dipole (DD) interaction is anisotropic and long-
ranged, contributing a nonlocal nonlinearity to themean-field equation ofmotion for the condensate [30].
Importantly, the relative strength of the local to nonlocal interactions can be precisely tuned using Feshbach
resonances, allowing the creation of condensates possessing a dominantly dipolar character [31]. The recent
observation of the Rosensweig instability in a condensate of 164Dy atoms [32] has focused interest towards the
manifestation of self-bound droplet phases [33–35], where conventionally onewould expect the condensate to
undergo collapse. The unexpected stability of these states has been attributed tomany-body effects [36–39].
There has also recently been the creation of a spin-orbit coupled dipolar degenerate Fermi gas, opening a new
route to the study of complex phases in analogywith condensedmatter physics [40].
Solitonswhose existence depends on a non-local rather that a purely local nonlinearity represent a
burgeoning area of interest inmany disciplines of physics [41–43], and dipolar condensates provide a highly-
tunable platform to study such solitons. The effect of varying the relative strength of the local and nonlocal
interactions has revealed novel bright [44–46] and dark dipolarmatter wave solitons [47–50] in one dimension.
Two-dimensional bright solitons are also predicted to be supported by the anisotropy of theDD interaction [51–
54]. Theseworks highlight important prevailing physical characteristics, including the existence of bound states
ofmultiple dipolar solitons due to the intrinsic long-ranged nature of the dipolar interaction.
We begin by deriving the one-dimensionalmean-field equation ofmotion for the dipolar condensate
confined to a quasi-one-dimensional waveguide (section 2). In section 3, we procure the dipolar bright soliton
solutions as a function of theDD strength and polarization angle, for attractive and repulsive van derWaals
interactions. Subsequently in section 4we focus on the interplay of the relative phasewith theDD interaction
strength on soliton–soliton collisions, highlighting regimes of free collisions, bound state formation and soliton
fusion, as well as the effect of noise on such collisions. In section 5we characterize the stability of the bright
solitons in three dimensions, revealing the parameter regimeswhere the solitons are stable to collapse and
expansion.Our findings are then summarized in the conclusion (section 6).
2. Theoreticalmodel
Weconsider an ensemble of weakly-interacting atoms forming a BEC at zero temperature. Each atomhas amass
m and permanentmagnetic dipolemoment d, polarized in a common direction by an externalmagnetic field. In
the dilute limit described by theGross–Pitaevskii theory, interactions are described by the two-body pseudo-
potential
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d- ¢ = - ¢ + - ¢U g Ur r r r r r . 1dd
Thefirst term in equation (1)describes the conventional short-range van derWaals interactions, with
p=g a m4 s2 where as defines the s-wave scattering length. The second termdescribes the long-ranged
anisotropicDD interaction, given by
( ) ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( )p
d= -U r C e e r r
r4
3
, 2j k
jk j k
dd
dd
3
where p=C d4dd 2 characterizes theDD interaction strength.Here eˆj defines the unit vector in the direction of
the coordinate rˆj. Equivalently one can also show that equation (2) can bewritten in the form
( )
∣ ∣
( )p
q- ¢ = -- ¢U
C
r r
r r4
1 3 cos
, 3dd
dd
2
3
where θ defines the angle between the vector joining two dipoles and the direction of polarization. At themagic
angle q 54m theDD interaction vanishes.When q q< m theDD interaction is attractive with dipoles lying
head-to-tail.When q q> m the interaction is instead repulsive and the dipoles are orientated in a side-by-side
configuration. Rather than defining individually the dipolar and van derWaals interaction strengths, it is
convenient towork in terms the ratio e = C g3dd dd . It is further possible to consider the parameter region for
<C 0dd [55], where under rapid rotation the dipoles can be thought of as anti-dipoles, effectively reversing the
attractive and repulsive regimes of interaction. The formof theDD interaction given by equation (2)will be used
to perform the dimensional reduction inmomentum space inwhat follows. The dynamics of the quantum gas
are encompassed by themean-fieldwave function ( )Y tr, , which defines the atomic density distribution as
( ) ∣ ( )∣= Yn t tr r, , 2. The equation ofmotion for ( )Y tr, is given by the dipolar GPE [56]
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The trapping potential appearing in equation (4) has a transverse trapping frequency w^ , where = +r^ x y2 2 2
defines the coordinate in the radial direction. As such the potential effectively forms awaveguide, which is
uniform along the axial direction, z.Meanwhile, the nonlocalmean-field potential generated by the dipoles
appearing in equation (4) takes the form
( ) ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )òF = ¢ - ¢ Y ¢t U tr r r r r, d , . 53 dd 2
Weconsider the zero temperature limit of the quasi-one-dimensional dipolar condensate, underwhich the
three-dimensional GPE can be reduced to an equation ofmotion for the axial degree of freedom. Rigorous
analysis of this dimensional reduction has been previously reported [57, 58]. The transverse degrees of freedom
are assumed to be in their harmonic ground state, which is encapsulated by the condition w m^ , whereμ is
the 3D chemical potential (i.e. that associatedwith equation (4) above). The ansatz for the real-spacewave
function is assumed to be ( ) ( ) ( )y yY = ^ ^t r z tr, , , where ( ) ( ) ( )y p= -^ ^ ^ - ^ ^r l r lexp 21 2 2 , and
 w=^ ^l m defines the transverse harmonic length scale. The Fourier transformof the real-space density is
given by ˜( ) ˜ ( ) ( ( ) )= - +^n k n k l k kexp 4z z x y2 2 2 , where ki is themomentum associatedwith coordinate i and
˜ ( )n kz z is themomentum space density in the axial direction. To perform the dimensional reduction, we first
make use of themathematical identity [59]
( ˆ ˆ ) ( ) ( ) ( )p d d d d- = -
^
r
r r r r
1
4
3
2
3
. 6jk j k jk jk3
Equation (6) introduces the quantity ( )d^ rjk which gives the transverse part of the δ-function, defined as
( )
( )
( ˆ ˆ ) ( )òd p d= -^ k kr kd2 , 7jk jk j k
3
3
for unit vector inmomentum space, kˆj. Then, alongwith the Fourier representation of the δ-function, one can
write down the Fourier transformof equation (2) as
˜ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( )d= -U C e e k kk
3
3 . 8j k j k jkdd
dd
The one-dimensional analog of equation (5) can then be found using the definition given by equation (8) along
with themomentum space formof the density ˜( ) ˜ ( ) ( ( ) )= - +^n k n k l k kexp 4z z x y2 2 2 . This gives
˜ ( ) ( )= - +
^
^ ^^
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where the parameter [ ( )] ( )q p= + ^U C l1 3 cos 2 320 dd 3 encapsulates the strength of the dimensionally-
reducedDD interaction [60]. Themomentum associatedwith the z-axis is defined as kz , while
( ) ò= ¥ - -E x t td ex t1 1 defines the exponential integral. Then, the one-dimensionalmean-fieldmodel is
encompassed by the pseudo-potential ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( )p= +^U k g l U k2z ztot 2 1D , which includes the van derWaals as well
as dipolar contribution. Equation (9)will be utilized tofind the family of bright soliton solutions to the quasi-
one-dimensional dipolar Gross–Pitaevskii equation. The effective 1Ddipolar GPE is thenwritten as
∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) y p y y
¶
¶ = - ¶ + + F^
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥t m
g
l
z ti
2 2
, , 10z
2
2
2
2
1D
where the one-dimensional dipolar potential is obtained via the convolution theorem as
( ) [ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )]F = -z t U k n k t, ,z z z1D 1 1D , where [ ]- ...1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform. To obtain the
solutions to equation (10)wework inmomentum space using a split operatormethod. Inwhat followswe adopt
the so-called ‘soliton’units [17], where length, time and energy aremeasured in terms of =l mvz , t = l vz ,
and =E mv2 respectively, where ∣ ∣ =v g N1D and ( )p= ^g g l21D 2 defines the units of velocity and one-
dimensional van derWaals interaction strength respectively.We quantify how one-dimensional the system is
through the ratio s = l^ lz . To be in the true one-dimensional limit onemust have s 1.
3.Dipolar bright solitons
The local cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (equation (10) in the limit e = 0dd ) is known to possess bright
soliton solutions for <a 0s (corresponding towhen the chemical potential m < 0). The single soliton solution,
which for simplicity we take to be initially positioned at the origin is
3
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where u defines the velocity of the bright soliton, whilef is the phase. This solution describes a sech-shaped
profile which propagates at constant velocity.Here, we explore the family of dipolar bright solitons across the
full parameter space afforded by the quasi-one-dimensionalmodel. For a single bright soliton, we can
independently vary four key parameters: edd, θ, sgn(as) and alsoσ.Meanwhile the normalization is given by
∣ ( )∣ò y =z z t Nd , 2 . Despite the additional dipolar termpresent in equation (10), wewill see that the allowed
dipolar bright soliton solutions are still sech-shaped. Throughout this workwe take s = 0.2.
Figure 1 shows the ground state densities obtained by solving equation (10)numerically in imaginary time.
Each individual plot is divided into two regions: aflat homogeneous region, corresponding to regimes of net
repulsive interactions, and a second region showing the inhomogeneous dipolar bright soliton solutions. The
solidwhite line in eachfigure shows the crossover between these two parts, which corresponds towhen the 1D
chemical potential of the ground state solution crosses frompositive (homogeneous state) to negative (bright
soliton). The top (bottom) rows infigure 1 correspond to sgn(as)<0 (>0). Fixing both the sign and value of the
van derWaals interactions reveals that altering the polarization angle of the dipoles between q = 0 and q p= 2
has the effect of shifting the soliton solutions from >C 0dd (q = 0) to <C 0dd (q p= 2). The parameter
regimeswhere <C 0dd , corresponding to anti-dipoles are found to support soliton solutions as the net
interactions are attractive for dipoles polarized perpendicular to the z-axis.We note that in each of the cases
presented infigure 1 the borderline between the homogeneous and soliton solutions does not coincide with
e = 0dd . This can be understood from the formof the dimensionally-reduced pseudo-potential, equation (9)
which comprises both a nonlocal and local contribution, whose net effect is to shift the value of edd at which the
chemical potentialμ changes sign.
4. Collisions
In the absence of dipolar interactions andwithin the one-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation, bright
solitons are known to collide elastically, emerging from the collisionwith their original speed and form. The net
effect of soliton–soliton interaction is a position and phase shift in the outgoing solitons. In this sectionwe study
the collisions of two dipolar bright solitons, exploring the role the relative phase plays in collisions as a function
of theDD interaction and the initial kinetic energy of the solitons. Inwhat followswe simulate two-counter-
Figure 1.Ground state density profiles obtained numerically from equation (10) as a function of edd. The top (bottom) row
corresponds to sgn(as) < 0 (sgn(as) > 0). The left (right) column corresponds to q = 0 (q p= 2). The solidwhite line in each
figure indicates the borderline between homogeneous and soliton solutions. Solutions are for s = 0.2.
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propagating solitonswith equal speed vi, and take sgn ( ) =a 1s and >C 0dd , i.e. the soliton solutions shown in
the lower leftfigure offigure 1.
4.1. In-phase collisions
Weconsider the collision dynamics of bright solitonswith zero initial phase difference, fD = 0. Aswe shall see,
the collisions of the dipolar solitons can be inelastic. In order to quantify the elasticity of the soliton dynamics, we
compute the coefficient of restitution, defined as
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )h = --
v t v t
v t v t
, 121 f 2 f
1 i 2 i
where vj is the velocity of soliton j, and ti and tf are the initial and final times, respectively. The coefficient of
restitution is ameasure of the amount of kinetic energy before and after a collision event. If h = 1 the incoming
and outgoing speeds are identical and a collision is perfectly elastic. For h < 1 the outgoing speeds are less than
the incoming speeds, and the collision is deemed inelastic. Aswe shall see it is also possible to realize h > 1,
corresponding to the outgoing speeds exceeding the incoming speeds, andwhich can occur, for example, when
interaction (van derWaals plus dipolar) energy is transformed into kinetic energy during the collision.
The coefficient of restitution η ismapped out in the (edd,vi) plane infigure 2 (d). Each pixel represents an
individual simulated collision between two bright solitons, with the color representing the value of the inverse of
the coefficient of restitution (weplot h1 as this quantityʼs scale evolves at a slower rate over the parameter range
considered). Three different regimes of dynamics can then be identified. For relatively weakDD interactions
e 2.5dd , the collisions are almost perfectly elastic (h ~ 1), independent of the initial velocity. Figure 2(a)
shows a typical set of collision trajectories in this limit. Here the incoming solitons scatter elastically with each
other and escape at longer times. In the intermediate regime, short-lived (meta-stable) bound states are found,
whose dynamics are inelastic. Here, the balance of the initial kinetic energy of the solitons to theDD strength is
favorable to the formation of a short-lived bound state; again a simulation typical of this situation is shown in
figure 2(b).We note that similar dynamics were reported by [61] for kink solutions to the sine-Gordon equation,
which also exhibited short-lived bound-states. In contrast to this work, we observe a single transition from
bound state to free solitons, as the speed of the incoming soliton is increased. In the limit where theDD
interactions are large, we instead observe soliton fusionwith h1 1. A trajectory plot indicative of this limit is
shown infigure 2(c), showing the collision and eventualmerging of the two solitons.Here the individual solitons
do not re-emerge at long times.
We can gain an understanding of the short-lived bound state by considering the effect of the in-phase
collision on the solitonʼs kinetic and potential energies. After the bound state has initially formed, each
successive collision event causes a redistribution of some interaction (van derWaals and dipolar) energy into
kinetic energy, causing the effective oscillation frequency of the solitonmolecule to increase. Eventually, this is
enough to cause the bind to break, releasing the two solitons. Note that the total energy remains constant
throughout the simulations.
Figure 2.Collision dynamics of in-phase and out-of-phase solitons. For in-phase collisions three regimes of dynamics are shown: (a)
elastic, (b) bound-state and (c) inelastic dynamics. The coefficient of restitution (equation (12)) ismapped out as a function of the
initial speed vi and edd in (d). The corresponding restitution data is computed for the out-of-phase collisions in (e). (f) Shows a typical
long-lived bound state for out-of-phase dynamics, corresponding to = ´ -v 5 10i 3 and e = 8dd .
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4.2.Out-of-phase collisions
It is also pertinent to consider the equivalent dynamics for out-of-phase dipolar bright solitons, withfigure 2(e)
plotting h1 in the (edd,vi) plane. For relatively large incoming speed, the dynamics are almost elastic ( )h ~ 1 ,
while for increasing dipole strength or decreasing incoming velocity, the dynamics are instead found to be
increasingly inelastic. This systemhas a regime of long-lived bound states occurring for low incoming speeds,
with example collision trajectories shown in the panelfigure 2(f).
The binding of two out-of-phase dipolar bright solitons, has been studied previously by [45, 46]. Unlike their
in-phase counterparts, theπ phase difference preserves long-lived bound states. One cannot assign a value of η to
the collisions in this regime.
4.3. Noise
In order to quantify the collisional sensitivity of the dipolar bright solitons, we calculate the coefficient of
restitution in the presence of noise. The noise is implemented by introducing a random term to the phase with
mean zerowhose amplitude noise is a given fraction of the initial peak density of the soliton density such that
( ( )) ( ) = n zmax , 13noise 0
where  <0 10 , andmax ( ( )n z ) is the peak soliton density. As an examplewe consider h1 versus edd, for a
fixed incoming speed and for in-phase collisions. Figure 3 shows a comparison of h1 with  = 00 (no noise)
and  = -100 2. In the presence of noise, each data point was obtained by averaging over 10 individual
simulations. The error bars represent the standard deviation. For low values of edd, the value of h1 follows very
closely the value obtained in the absence of noise. This is attributed to the elastic dynamics being insensitive to
the phase noise. On the other hand, for stronger dipolar interactions, there is amarked deviation from the no-
noise case, resulting in a larger value of h1 . In this regime, the presence of noise introduces an apparent
repulsion between the solitons, which is large enough tomake the collisions shown infigure 3 elastic. Such an
effect has also also been noted in non-dipolar bright soliton collisions [62].We see qualitatively the same
behaviour for different strengths of noise, with increasing amounts of noise causing the bound-states to break
sooner, until no bound-states are formed.
A corollary of the phase noise is that the bound state dynamics in the presence of noise show fewer
oscillations before escaping their bind. This effect is illustrated in the soliton trajectories with/without noise in
insets figures 3(a) and (b). The presence of only small amounts of noise demonstrates how sensitive the binding
dynamics are: figure 3(b) illustrates that only one oscillation can occur in this example before the solitons escape.
For larger amounts of noise the bound states are no longer present, even at these larger values of edd. On the
other hand, the collsions for out-of-phase solitons, in contrast, are insensitve to noise. The effective repulsion in
these collisions serves to stabilize the collisions against the noise.
Although the analysis presented here is rudimentary, it nonetheless allows one to comment on the effect of
dissipative processes that are present in a real system, especially those at finite temperature. For example, for
small changes in temperature, it is expected that the formation of bound states would be unfavorable. The
dipolar interactions would play an increasingly diminished role in the systemdynamics, since this term
Figure 3.Comparison of h1 with andwithout noise for in-phase soliton collisions. The initial velocity in all simulationswas
= ´ -v 7.5 10i 2, corresponding to a line scan along the top row offigure 2 (d). The two insets (a) and (b) show trajectories associated
with e = 4.5dd without andwith noise, respectively.
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fundamentally depends on the condensate density, which is reduced due to the presence of the non-
condensate [63].
5. 3D stability
A repercussion of attractive interactions between particles is that, for sufficiently large number of particles and/
or interaction strength, themean-fieldwave function of a 3D condensate is unstable to collapse. For systems
possessing only short-ranged isotropic van derWaals type interactions, the critical point of collapse has been
extensively studied in [64–66], and gives insight into the parameter regimeswhere one can expect stable soliton
dynamics [67]. The presence ofDD interactions are expected tomodify the collapse point significantly [68],
which has recently been explored for lower dimensional systems in [69–71] aswell as for two-dimensional
dipolar bright solitons using 3D simulations [72, 73]. Aswell as this, the presence of the dipolar interaction can
lead to the spectacular d-wave collapse of the condensate in three dimensions [74]. Understandingwhen the
dipolar bright soliton is unstable to collapse in turn allows us to identify regimes of stability applicable to the
quasi-one-dimensional dynamics described earlier in section 4.
5.1. Gaussian variational approach
Weemploy a variational approach that approximates thewave function of the dipolar soliton as a 3DGaussian
packet with variable width in each dimension [64]. This approach has provided important insight into the
stability of non-dipolar bright solitons, predicting thresholds for instability which agree closely with
experiments [66]. Under general conditions an appropriate variational ansatz is given by
( ) ¯ ¯ ( )y p s s s s s s= - + +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
N
l l
x y z
r exp
1
2
, 14
x y z x y z
3 2
2
2
2
2
2
23
2
where the lengthscale ¯ ¯ w=l m is based on the geometricmean of the transverse trapping frequencies
¯ ( )w w w= x y 1 2 and sx y z, , are the dimensionless variational widths of the packet. Equation (14) is normalized to
the total number of atoms, ∣ ( )∣ò y = Nr rd 2 .
We seek to calculate the total energy of the packet in terms of the above parameters.Wewrite the total energy
as = +E E E0 dd, where Edd is the dipolar interaction energy, while
∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )ò y y y=  + +⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥E m V x y grd 2 , 2 150
2
2 2 4
constitutes the remaining energy contributions arising fromkinetic energy, potential energy (from the transverse
trapping ( ) ( )w w= +V x y m x y, x y12 2 2 2 2 ) and van derWaals interaction energy. These contributions to the
energy are handled in real space.Meanwhile, the dipolar contribution Edd is evaluated inmomentum space,
using the convolution theorem.We consider the case where the atoms forming the condensate are polarized by
an externalmagnetic field such that their individual dipolemoments form an angleαwith the z axis, as shown
schematically infigure 4. This configuration leads to amomentum space pseudo-potential
˜ ( ) ( ) ( )a a= ++ + -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥U
C k k
k k k
k
3
3
sin cos
1 , 16x z
x y z
dd
dd
2
2 2 2
where ki is the component of themomentum in the ith coordinate direction. The dipolar interaction energy is
then [75]
Figure 4. Schematic of the dipoles polarizationwith respect to the cartesianmomentum axis. The polarized dipolesmake an angleα
with the kz axis.
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( )
˜ ( ) ˜( ) ˜( ) ( )òp= -E U n nk k k k12 12 d . 17dd 3 3 dd
Weperform the integrations appearing in equation (17) in spherical polar coordinates, and assume the dipoles
are polarized parallel to the z axis of the condensate so that a = 0. Then, using equations (14)–(17), we canwrite
a general expression for the variational energy of the system as
¯
[ ] [ ( )] ( ) òw s s s l s l s bs s s e fp k f= + + + + + -
p⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
E
N
f a
1
4
1 1 1 1
4
1
d
2
, 18
x y z
x y
x y z
2 2 2
2 2 2
dd
0
2
wheref denotes the azimuthal angles and [ ( )]k ff is defined as
[ ( )] ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ( ))
( )k f k fk f
k k
k f k k
k f
k f=
+
- -
-
-f b
1 2
1
3
atanh 1
1
18
x y
x y
2
2 2
2
2 3 2
and ( ) ( )k f k k f k= - +cosx y y2 2 2 2 2 defines the anisotropic aspect ratio function. Equations (18a) and (18b)
also introduce the trap aspect ratio l w w= y x, the dimensionless interaction parameter ( )b p= ^Na l 2s
and the variational aspect ratios k s s=x y x y z, , .
5.2. Stability analysis
For a given set of systemparameters (b e, dd andλ), equation (18a)defines an energy landscape as a function of
the dimensionless length scales s s,x y and sz . A stable variational solution is an energyminimum (local or global
minimum) in this landscape. It is instructive to consider the non-dipolar case as a pedagogical example, which
has been studied numerically and using a variational approach [65, 66] to determine the parameter regimes
where the bright soliton is stable to collapse. Formoderate attractive van derWaals interactions
( ∣ ∣ ^N a l 0.7s ), the energy landscape has a globalminimumat the origin (s s= =^ 0z ), representing a
collapsed state, and a localminimumatfinite sz and s^ , representing the 3Dbright soliton solution. This local
energyminimum is preserved by a delicate balance between the kinetic and interaction energy. A saddle point
separates the local and globalminimum. For ∣ ∣ »^N a l 0.7s the saddle point and localminimummerge; this
marks the threshold at which the 3Dbright solitons become unstable to a runaway collapse.Meanwhile, for
repulsive van derWaals interactions, the energy landscape decreasesmonotonically towards s  ¥;z any
wavepacket will disperse axially and no stable solutions exist (unless axial trapping is applied, whichwe do not
considered here). It is the goal of this section to obtain and analyze the nature of the critical points of the full 3D
dipolar bright soliton as a function of the interaction parametersβ and edd.
We seek the points in the energy landscape defined by equation (18a) at which an instabilitymanifests. This
analysis in principle requires us to solve the set of equations defined by s¶ ¶ =E 0x y z, , simultaneously with the
determinant of theHessianmatrix set equal to zero [67], which are in general a set of four coupled algebraic
equations in four unknowns. In order to simplify the general equations (18a) and (18b) but still gain useful
insight, we consider the axially-symmetric case forwhich w w=x y and s s=^ i for { }Îi x y, . The integral over
the azimuthal anglef appearing in equation (18a) can then be evaluated as thef dependency of ( )k f2 is
removed in this limit. Althoughwe have assumed the bright soliton is well-described by aGaussianwave
function (equation (14)), it is worth contrasting the value at which the instabilitymanifests found from the
equivalent analysis for e = 0dd assuming either a sech orGaussian like variational wave function. If *b denotes
the dimensionless critical collapse parameter, then onefinds that * *b b p= 3s g , whichmeans that the
difference between the two approaches is∼2%, supporting our choice of aGaussian variational ansatz.
Proceeding, wewish to solve ¶ =s E 0z , ¶ =s^ E 0 and ( ( ))=  ºH EJdet 0, where ( ) = ¶ ¶s s^,z , and the
matrix elements of the Jacobian J are defined as
( )s=
¶
¶J
E
19ij
j
in the space { }s s^,z . The value of theHessianH determines the nature of the extrema. For <H 0 the extrema is
a saddle point; for >H 0 it is necessary to evaluate either ¶s E2i at the critical point to determine if the extrema is
aminimum (¶ >s E 02i ) or amaximum (¶ <s E 02i ).
We employ an iterative procedure to obtain numerical solutions for the collapse point in the ( )b e, dd
parameter space, using the exact analytical result for e = 0dd at which the bright soliton collapses as the initial
point to start the numerical calculation from. Figure 5(c) shows the collapse points (solid red), computed
numerically. The coloring of each of the four quadrants is found from theHessianH, evaluated from
equation (19) for a given value ofβ and edd, evaluated at the extrema point. TheHessian gives us insight into the
nature of the extrema close to and away from the collapse points of the bright soliton. Thewhite areas of this
figure are where there are no extrema, and the bright soliton is unstable to collapse.
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The collapse dynamics can be categorized based on the sign of theDD interaction parameter Cdd. For
>C 0dd (bottom left and top right quadrants) the dipoles attract each other in a head-to-tail configuration, and
beyond the critical point of collapse no stable dipolar bright soliton can exist (white areas,figure 5(c)). On the
other hand, when theHessian <H 0, there is a saddle point in the energy surface, and no stable bright soliton
can form. These regions are found in both the <C 0dd parts of the parameter space. Alternatively for <C 0dd ,
(bottom right and top left quadrants) the dipoles repel each other in the head-to-tail arrangement, which
precludes the bright soliton from collapsing. Instead, one can have a runaway expansion, where the repulsive
nature of the dipoles overcomes any attractive forces present. Interestingly, the solutions in these two quadrants
do not continue indefinitely, but rather terminate at a point, as indicated by red circles.
Contour plots of the energy surfaces found from equations (18a)–(18b) in the s s^,z parameter space
accompanyfigures 5(a)–(c) shows a typical energy contour in a regionwhere theHessian <H 0, i.e. a saddle
point.Meanwhile, a typical ‘bowl’ configuration that the energy takes in stable regions of the ( )b e, dd parameter
space is shown infigure 5(b). This particular plot shows a stableminima indicative of regionswhere the bright
soliton is stable. Figure 5(d) shows a shaded plot of the stable regionswhere one can expect a bright soliton to
form. In comparisonwithfigure 5(c), the two regionswith <H 0 ( <C 0dd ) have been removed, showing how
the stable regions are bound by the collapse or runaway expansion curves (solid red). For >C 0dd condensation
occurs with k 1, giving a three-dimensional character to the solitons in these regions of the parameter space.
For <C 0dd however, one finds instead that k 1, indicative of a very elongated (cigar) like cloud.Here the
solitons exist closer to the one-dimensional limit. Finally, we note that close to the unstable boundary (red lines)
the bright soliton can pass through a regionwhere k > 1. Such states would be challenging to observe, as the the
systemwould preferentially wish to collapse due to the presence of thermal or quantumfluctuations.
Although our presented results only consider a particular choice of dipole polarization, one can still
comment on the stability of the dipolar bright solitonwhen the dipoles are, say, polarized perpendicular to the
axis of thewaveguide. Aswas noted in section 3, altering the polarization of the dipoles from q = 0 to q p= 2
has the effect of swapping the regimes of edd where one obtains bright soliton solutions.We can speculate that a
similar effect would occurwhen examining the stability of the dipolar system, except herewewould see the
regions associatedwith collapse and runaway expansion switch.However, this case breaks cylindrical symmetry,
requiring a fully anisotropic ansatz to capture the stability of the system. This greatly complicates the analysis, as
one has three variational width parameters to consider.
6. Conclusions
Wehave analyzed the solutions, quasi-one-dimensional dynamics and full three-dimensional stability of dipolar
bright solitons. The bright soliton solutions obtained from the dipolar Gross–Pitaevskii equation exhibit a
number of novel features, including collisions which have regimes of elastic behavior, bound state formation
and soliton fusion. These regimeswhere shown to depend sensitively on the dipolar interactions and the
presence of noise, whichmodify the phase shifts of the solitons.We quantified the collisional behaviour in terms
of the coefficient of restitution. Analysis of soliton dynamics in terms of the coefficient of restitution could then
provide important insight for systemswhere the full scattering phase shiftsmay be difficult to obtain analytically.
Figure 5. Stability analysis of the three-dimensional dipolar soliton. (a), (b)Typical plots of the variational energy landscape
(corresponding to the parameters annotated in plot (c)). (c) Stability diagram in the ( –e bdd ) plane.White regions correspond to an
absence of a stationary point in the variational energy landscape. Elsewhere, a stationary point exists, and the color denotes the value of
theHessian at that point. The solid red lines indicate the threshold at which the soliton becomes unstable to collapse. (d) Stability
diagram,which inwhite regions correspond to unstable states and colored regions to stable states; in the latter case the color indicates
the aspect ratioκ of the variational solution. The dashed lines in (c) and (d) indicate the axes e = 0dd and b = 0.
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The stability of the full three-dimensional dipolar systemwas explored; in particular it emerged that the
dipolar interactions can destabilize the bright soliton in two distinct ways, either through a traditional collapse,
or instead through a runaway expansion along the axis. For axially-polarized dipoles the former occurs when the
DD interaction is positive, while the later is associatedwith regimes of anti-dipoles for which theDD interaction
is instead negative.
Our results provide a benchmark for future experimental studies of nonlocal soliton in dipolar condensates.
In turn, this systemoffers unique opportunities to explore the fundamental properties of nonlocal solitons in
general with the immense tunability of atomic physics.
Data supporting this publication is openly available under anOpenData CommonsOpenDatabase
License [76].
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